Introduction

Dear Partners,

The IRU Academy has been busy developing new capabilities in order to assist you in the implementation of professional road transport programmes. The objective of this newsletter is to provide you with a synthetic update of our latest and anticipated activities which I hope you will find of interest. I am always available to answer your questions and get your feedback directly so please do not hesitate to contact me on patrick.philipp@iru.org.

The Academy Content Management (ACM) has a new look!

The ACM which has been proven to be very popular amongst many ATI has been updated with a new look and additional features to better serve you. Log in to http://academytraining.iru.org to take a look for yourselves!

A new tutorial/demonstration is available to answer any questions you may have. Should you not yet have your login credentials, please contact us.

Instructor Briefings

Several Instructor Briefings are scheduled to take place. By end of September ADR Instructor Briefings will take place for MELI in Saudi Arabia after a successful event for ICCIM in Iran. Instructor briefings are also scheduled in Geneva in the week starting October the 11th and a few seats are still available. For more information and registration go to our events website.

IRU Academy Instructor Diplomas

As part of our quality-control commitment in professional road transport training, the IRU Academy has now made available achievement-based diplomas for its IRU Academy Instructors.

Currently, Instructors that have taken part in Instructor Briefings for the following IRU Academy Programmes are eligible to receive diplomas on test completion:
Upcoming Events

A Regional South East Europe Seminar on the theme of
“Ensuring Road Transport Professional Competence”
will take place in Zagreb, Croatia on Nov. 11-12th

The IRU Academy in partnership with its regional partners will organise a seminar focused on the implementation of road transport professional training for transport operators and drivers.

The seminar will first focus on the implementation stage of the directive EC59/2003 on initial qualification and periodic training of professional drivers at the European level and then explore the situation in South East Europe Countries. Discussions on the upcoming regulation EC 1071/2009 on the establishment of common rules concerning the conditions to be complied with to pursue the occupation of transport operator will also take place. Following a driver practical training demo on a skid pad, the focus of the seminar will go to the standards applied on freight vehicle loading and securing standards.

The second part of the seminar will focus on the professional training standards that need to be complied with including the use of the latest published resources. A detailed focus on the CPC Driver and CPC Manager updated lesson plans and instructor resources shall provide to the participants a very good understanding of the updated structure of these programmes.

More information and registration to this seminar is available from [here](#).

Updated Question banks

The IRU Academy is currently updating its programmes Question Banks. So far the ADR and Tachograph Programme have been completed. Additional work is on its way in order to provide similar content for the CPC Manager and Driver programmes. All questions can be accessed to Accredited Training Institutes via [ACM](#).

CPC Manager Survey

As you have been informed by separate email, a Survey on the current situation of the CPC Manager programme as implemented in different countries is available for completion from:

Whilst we have had a good answer rate, we still hope to gather the data of the ATIs who have not yet entered the survey. Please join us in making this analysis very comprehensive.